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Dynamic Jahn-Teller interaction with G5 phonons in the ground state of Cu21

in cubic II-VI semiconductors
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~Received 16 September 1997!

Optical absorption and emission measurements of Cu21 as a substitutional impurity in cubic ZnS and ZnTe
are analyzed by means of an electron-phonon coupling model. The2D term of Cu21 is split by a crystal field
of tetrahedral symmetry into a2G5 orbital triplet and a2G3 orbital doublet. Optical transitions have been
observed between these two multiplets in ZnS:Cu21 and within the 2G5 ground state in ZnTe:Cu21. The
theoretical model is based on crystal-field theory and includes the spin-orbit interaction and a dynamic Jahn-
Teller interaction between the electronic2G5 states and a transverse acoustic phonon ofG5 symmetry. Starting
from the ten spin-orbit wave functions appropriate to the orbital triplet and doublet manifolds, the symmetry-
adapted vibronic basis is constructed and used to diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix. Phonon overtones up to
n514 are included to ensure convergence of the energy eigenvalues. The measured positions and relative
intensities of the spectral lines are described with good accuracy by the theoretical model, including covalency
effects. In ZnS, comparison between theory and experiment yields the following values of the physical param-
eters: the crystal-field splittingD55990.6 cm21, the spin-orbit coupling constantsl152667 cm21 and l2

52830 cm21, the phonon energy\v573.5 cm21, and the Jahn-Teller stabilization energyEJT5474.5 cm21.
The corresponding parameters in ZnTe areD56000 cm21, l152888 cm21, l252830 cm21, \v538.8
cm21, andEJT5468.5 cm21. @S0163-1829~98!03020-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The optical and magnetic properties of iron group imp
rities in semiconductors have been of interest for more t
30 years. The first optical experiments in the 1960s w
restricted by relatively low resolution~by modern standards!
and most data were explained by simple crystal-field mod
Advances in instrumentation and progress in crystal gro
technology have improved the resolution by two orders
magnitude leading to the observation of additional fine str
tures in the absorption and emission spectra of these crys
This has necessitated the development of more refined t
retical models. One major theoretical improvement cons
of the inclusion of a dynamical Jahn-Teller~JT! interaction
between the electronic states of the magnetic impurity
either its local vibrational modes or the phonons of the h
crystal. This requires the simultaneous diagonalization of
lattice and electronic problems. In the extreme limits of we
or strong coupling this can be done using perturbat
theory.1 However, an exact treatment in the intermedia
coupling regime is only possible numerically and has o
become feasible due to the recent advances in computer
nology.

In this paper, we investigate the optical properties
Cu21 in cubic II-VI semiconductors and provide an in-dep
investigation of the optical properties of cubic ZnS:Cu21

and ZnTe:Cu21. Divalent copper has a single hole in its 3d
shell and has the simplest electronic structure of all the i
group ions. Therefore, it appears to be an ideal impurity
investigate theoretically. Interest in Cu21 has also been re
kindled due to the important role it plays ford-wave super-
570163-1829/98/57~20!/12932~7!/$15.00
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conductivity in cuprates.2 In a tetrahedrally coordinated ma
terial, the lowest term of the (3d)9 configuration of Cu21,
namely, 2D, is split by the crystal field of symmetryTd into
a 2G5 orbital triplet and a2G3 orbital doublet,3 the energy of
the former lying below that of the latter~see, for example,
Ref. 4!. The spin-orbit interaction further splits the2G5 level
into a G7 doublet and aG8 quadruplet. The2G3 level be-
comes aG8 state, which we labelG88 to distinguish it from
that arising from2G5.

The near-infrared absorption and emission spectra
Cu21 in ZnS were first measured by Broser, Maier, a
Schulz5 in 1965 with a resolution of 17 cm21. A year later,
Broser and Maier6 repeated the experiment with improve
resolution. Their absorption spectrum consisted, as before
a narrow line at 6927 cm21 corresponding to a zero-phono
transition between theG7 ground state and theG88 excited
state and a sequence of phonon-assisted transitions.
same line was also observed in the emission spectrum bu
additional line at 6913 cm21 could now be resolved. Brose
and Maier speculated that this second line was the signa
of a JT interaction in the ground state of the magnetic im
rity. Shortly after these measurements, de Wit7 investigated
the Zeeman effect in copper-doped ZnS and determined
g factors of the ground state@g(G7)50.7160.02# and the
highest excited state@g(G88)51.7160.02#. The g factor of
the ground state is much smaller than the value of 2 expe
from a simple crystal-field theory.4 Even when the effects o
hybridization of thed electrons of the impurity with thesp
states of the ligands are included8,9 the calculatedg factor
remains far too large ('1.7). This discrepancy was aga
tentatively attributed to the effect of a JT interaction.
12 932 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 12 933DYNAMIC JAHN-TELLER INTERACTION WITH G5 . . .
An electron-phonon interaction with thed states of the
impurity is indeed possible and to investigate this interact
it is best to classify the vibrational modes of the crystal
cording to the site symmetry of the magnetic ion rather th
according to the space group of the host. From symm
considerations, it then follows that the matrix elements of
electron-phonon interaction between states in the2G3 mul-
tiplet vanish for a phonon mode of symmetryG5 while ma-
trix elements in the 2G5 multiplet need not vanish fo
phonons of symmetriesG3 andG5. The first theoretical~but
unsucessful! attempt to explain the experimental data by
troducing a dynamic JT coupling was provided by Bates a
Chandler10 who used a phenomenological approach to int
duce a coupling with either aG3 or G5 phonon in the lowest
multiplet of Cu21. Subsequently, Yamaguchi an
Kamimura11 investigated the JT interaction with a local v
brational mode of Cu21 but only examined the optical spec
tra andg factors of centers with axial symmetry. Furth
information on the absorption and emission spectra was
vided by Maier and Scherz,12 who were able to better resolv
the phonon sidebands of ZnS:Cu21 and who investigated the
JT interaction of the Cu states with a phonon ofG3 symme-
try. Neither model could account for all the experimen
data. An attempt was also made13 to investigate the coupling
with a G5 phonon but this was also unsucessful for reas
that will be discussed later. Finally, Clerjaud and Gelinea14

tried to explain the additional line at 6910 cm21 as being due
to the spin-orbit interaction within the ground state, stron
reduced by the JT effect.

In 1984, Weinert and Scherz15 calculated the JT coupling
forces for ZnS:Cu21 using a self-consistent LCAO calcula
tion of a cluster of 17 atoms with the impurity in the cente
They found that there is only a weak coupling to the opti
and localized modes but that a strong coupling is poss
with the acoustic modes. More recently, high-resolut
spectroscopy and Zeeman measurements16–18 were per-
formed on polytypic copper-doped ZnS and, in contradict
to the conclusions of Ref. 15, an interpretation in terms o
JT coupling to a local vibrational mode ofG3 symmetry was
attempted. Finally, Volzet al.19 have measured the infrare
absorption spectrum of ZnTe:Cu21 between 800 cm21 and
2000 cm21. They interpreted their data in terms of a J
interaction with aG3 phonon in the2G3 multiplet.

There does not seem to be a consensus on the interp
tion of the optical data in ZnS:Cu21 and ZnTe:Cu21. First, it
is not at all clear which phonon mode (G3 or G5) contributes
the most to the JT interaction in the orbital ground state
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Cu21. Second, the existing theories are somewhat inco
plete as they try to explain at most three lines in the spect
together with theg factor of the ground state.

In this paper, we attempt to clarify the situation. We sho
that a JT interaction with a phonon ofG5 symmetry leads to
a consistent interpretation of a large number of elect
dipole transitions associated with the Cu impurity in cub
ZnS and ZnTe. The model used is similar to the one
successfully employed to explain the positions and inten
ties of the infrared absorption and emission lines of Fe21 in
CdTe ~Ref. 20! and several other II-VI semiconductors.21

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we describe
theoretical model used to treat the JT interaction of the Cu21

impurity with a phonon ofG5 symmetry. In Sec. III, we
calculate the energies and intensities of the allowed tra
tions for cubic ZnS:Cu21 and ZnTe:Cu21 and compare our
results with the experimental data. We also give a criti
discussion of the various existing theories. Finally, our co
clusions are given in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL FORMALISM

We consider a dynamic Jahn-Teller coupling between
2G5 multiplet of Cu21 and a phonon ofG5 symmetry. The
effective Hamiltonian describing the problem is

H5H01Vc~Td!1lL•S1HJT, ~1!

where H0 is the Hamiltonian of the free ion omitting th
spin-orbit interactionlL•S and HJT is the JT interaction.
The tetrahedral crystal potentialVc(Td) gives the separation
D between the2G3 and 2G5 multiplets.

Symmetry arguments show that there are, in princip
two different effective spin-orbit coupling constants:l1 cor-
responding to matrix elements within the2G5 orbital ground
state of the impurity andl2 for elements mixing the2G5 and
2G3 orbital states. In practice, these two constants are ta
as phenomenological parameters whose values are to b
tracted from the experimental data. Physically, they refl
the fact that the bonds between the impurity and the ani
are partially covalent. This is because thed electrons of the
Cu21 impurity are not completely localized and spend p
of their time in the vicinity of the anions. There results
hybridization between the Cu electrons and thesp orbitals of
the anions which delocalizes thed electrons.

We use the following symmetry-adapted wave functio
to describe the electronic states.
G7 : x21/25
1

A3
~2 i ue1 ; 1

2 &2ue2 ; 1
2 &1 i ue3 ;2 1

2 &), x11/25
1

A3
~2 i ue1 ;2 1

2 &1ue2 ;2 1
2 &2 i ue3 ; 1

2 &).

G8 : f23/25
1

A6
~2 i ue1 ;2 1

2 &1ue2 ; 1
2 &12i ue3 ; 1

2 &), f21/25
1

A2
~ i ue1 ; 1

2 &2ue2 ; 1
2 &),

~2!

f11/25
1

A2
~2 i ue1 ;2 1

2 &2ue2 ;2 1
2 &), f13/25

1

A6
~ i ue1 ; 1

2 &1ue2 ; 1
2 &12i ue3 ;2 1

2 &).

G88 : f23/28 5ug2 ; 1
2 &, f21/28 52ug1 ;2 1

2 &, f11/28 5ug1 ; 1
2 &, f13/28 52ug2 ;2 1

2 &,
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whereu6 1
2 & are the spin states. TheG5 orbital state vectors

e1, e2, and e3 transform asyz, zx, and xy, respectively,
under the operations ofTd and are given in terms of th
orbital wave functions of the free ionuML& (ML52,1,0,
21,22) by e15 i221/2(u1&1u21&), e25221/2(2u1&
1u21&), e35 i221/2(2u2&1u22&). The state vectorsg1
5u0& and g25221/2(u2&1u22&) belong toG3 and behave
as 2z22x22y2 andA3(x22y2), respectively. Diagonalizing
the HamiltonianH2HJT in the electronic basis~2! yields
analytic expressions for the energies of theG7, G8, andG88
states in the absence of JT interaction~see also Ref. 22!:

E~G7!5l1 ,

E~G8!5
D

2F12
s1

2
2AS 11

s1

2 D 2

16s2
2G , ~3!

E~G88!5
D

2F12
s1

2
1AS 11

s1

2 D 2

16s2
2G ,

wheres1,25l1,2/D.
The theoretical formalism used to treat the JT interact

is similar to that described in detail in Ref. 20, where a stu
was made of the vibronic states of Fe21 in a tetrahedral
environment taking into account a weak JT coupling of
ground orbital doublet with a phonon ofG3 symmetry and a
strong interaction of the excited orbital triplet with aG5 pho-
non. It will be shown in Sec. III that, to explain the expe
mental data, it is sufficient to consider an interaction with
G5 phonon in the orbital ground state of Cu21. Therefore, we
neglect the weak coupling with a phonon ofG3 symmetry.
For a triply degenerate mode of symmetryG5, the JT Hamil-
tonian takes the form

HJT5(
i 51

3 F Pi
2

2M
1

1

2
Mv2Qi

2G1V0(
i 51

3

QiMi ~4!

5(
i 51

3

\vS ai
†ai1

1

2D1K(
i 51

3

~ai
†1ai !Mi . ~5!

HereQi is the normal coordinate of the vibrational mode
massM and frequencyv, Pi is the momentum variable ca
nonically conjugated withQi , V0 is the electron-phonon
coupling constant, andai(ai

†) is a destruction~creation! op-
erator for a phonon mode belonging to thei th row ofG5. The
matricesM1, M2, andM3 are given in Eqs.~19! of Savona,
Bassani, and Rodriguez23 and the parameterK equals
V0(\/2Mv)1/2. In Q space, the potential energy reaches
absolute minimum along the directions@ 1̄11#, @11̄1#,

@111̄#, and @ 1̄1̄1̄# and the quantity (V0
2/3Mv2)

5(2K2/3\v)5EJT is called the Jahn-Teller stabilization e
ergy.

The phonon states and their overtones are classified
cording to the irreducible representations of the groupTd and
were obtained using the method of Ref. 23. We denote
A(n), B(n), Ci(n), D j (n), andEj (n) ( i 51,2;j 51,2,3) the
overtones of ordern of a G5 phonon that belong to theG1,
G2, G3, G4, andG5 irreducible representations ofTd .

To find the eigenvalues of the total Hamiltonian opera
~1! we start with a set of symmetry-adapted vibronic wa
n
y

e

a

n

c-

y

r

functions that are linear combinations of products of t
electronic @Eq. ~2!# and vibrational states with coefficient
given by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the groupTd .3

Use of the multiplication table3 for the groupTd shows that
all vibronic states belong to theG6, G7, or G8 irreducible
representations. To save space, we do not display the
bronic states but merely show a few examples. The s
ux21/2;A(0)& is the lowest vibronic state transforming und
the operations ofTd as the first row ofG7. The first excited
state belonging also to the first row ofG7 is given by

1

2A3
~2 iA3uf23/2;E1~1!&1A3uf23/2;E2~1!&

1 i uf1/2;E1~1!&1uf1/2;E2~1!&22i uf21/2;E3~1!&). ~6!

To fix ideas, we also note that the matrix element of t
Jahn-Teller interactionHJT between these states is simp
equal to2K.

With the set of basis vectors obtained in this fashion
can diagonalize the full Hamiltonian matrix. To obtain co
vergence on the energy values of the vibronic states invol
in the transitions investigated in Sec. III, it was necessary
include overtones up to ordern514. The use of symmetry
adapted vibronic wave functions has two advantages. As
vibronic states belong toG6, G7, or G8, the Hamiltonian
matrix becomes block diagonal, with submatrices cor
sponding to these symmetries. In the basis of the symme
adapted vibronic states, it is also easy to use selection r
and to evaluate the transition probabilities, thereby grea
simplifying the identification of the absorption and emissi
lines. Finally, we note that the productG4^ G85G6% G7
% 2G8 contains twoG8 states that must both be include
explicitly in the vibronic basis. The same holds forG5^ G8
5G6% G7% 2G8. A Jahn-Teller interaction between thes
two G8 states will occur wheneverDn561. If 14 phonon
overtones are included theG6, G7, andG8 submatrices have
dimensions 565, 565, and 1135, respectively.

III. APPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION

A. ZnS:Cu21

As discussed in the introduction, the optical properties
Cu21 in ZnS have been investigated extensively.5–7,12,16–18

The most detailed optical data have been provided by M
and Scherz12 and we begin our discussion with an in-dep
investigation of their spectra. We first recall the main ch
acteristics of the absorption and emission spectra. The
sorption spectrum consists of a narrow line at 6924 cm21

corresponding to a zero-phonon transition from theG7

ground state to the excitedG88 multiplet. Several sequence
of phonon replicas are also observed. From our point
view, the emission spectrum is much more interesting.
addition to the zero-phonon transition at 6924 cm21 there
appears another narrow line at 6910 cm21 and a series of
additional transitions that cannot be interpreted as pho
replicas. Several attempts have been made to explain t
lines but none of the available theories reproduce the en
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57 12 935DYNAMIC JAHN-TELLER INTERACTION WITH G5 . . .
electronic spectrum. We show here that it is possible to
plain all the emission lines using the model described in S
II.

We base our choice of phonon mode on the model
have developed to investigate the infrared spectrum of F21

in various II-VI semiconductors.20,21 In Refs. 20 and 21, we
had found that the near- and far-infrared spectra could
explained well by considering a strong JT interaction b
tween the5G5 orbital multiplet of Fe21 and a TA phonon of
average energy corresponding to the various TA modes a
weak coupling of the5G3 orbital ground state with aG3

TA~L! phonon. In this paper we extend this model to t
case of Cu21. Since the orbital ground state is now theG5

triplet, we introduce a strong JT coupling between this st
and a TA~L! phonon ofG5 symmetry. The weak interactio
with a G3 phonon is neglected because the optical meas
ments on copper-based II-VI semiconductors do not cle
reveal the coupling with those modes, contrary to the m
complete data for iron-based compounds. Our choice of c
pling to a TA~L! phonon is in agreement with the results
Weinert and Scherz.15 Also the TA~L! phonon, observed in
the ZnS host at an energy\v570 cm21 Refs. 12 and 24,
appears to be the only transverse acoustic mode not invo
in phonon-assisted transitions.

The parameters needed in our calculation have been
justed self-consistently as follows. An approximate value
the crystal-field splitting,D, is obtained by fitting the energ
of the zero-phonon line corresponding to theG88→G7 transi-
tion at an energy of 6924 cm21. In accord with energies o
the statesG7 and G8 in the absence of JT interaction, th
spin-orbit coupling constantl1 within the 2G5 multiplet is
chosen, in a first approximation, to reproduce theG88→G8

transition observed at 6114 cm21. Finally, the JT energyEJT
is taken so as to explain the second narrow line observe
the emission spectrum at 6910 cm21. The introduction of the
JT interaction of course requires a slight readjustement of
values ofD andl1. The phonon energy\v is taken close to
70 cm21 and adjusted to reproduce the emission line at 6
cm21. The spin-orbit coupling constantl2 between the2G5
and 2G3 multiplets was kept equal to the free Cu21 ion
value,lfi52830 cm21,25 as the experimental information i
not sufficient to allow for a finer determination of its valu
The final set of parameters, after convergence of the s
consistent fitting procedure, isD55990.6 cm21, l15
2667.4 cm21, EJT5474.5 cm21, \v573.5 cm21. These
parameters correspond to a Huang-Rhys factorS5EJT/\v
56.5. Before proceeding further, it is important to comme
on the value ofl1 obtained from our fit. The ratiol1 /lfi is
a measure of the degree of covalency in the Cu-S bonds.
fit leads to a ratiol1 /lfi50.83, close to the ratio 0.79 ob
tained experimentally by Dietzet al.26 for ZnO:Cu21. It is
also not very different from the values 0.70 given
Yamaguchi and Kamimura11 and Maier and Scherz12 and
0.71 obtained by Broseret al.5 Following the theory of Val-
lin and Watkins,27 the ratio 0.83 means that thed electrons
of the Cu ion spend 83% of their time in the vicinity of th
magnetic impurity and only 17% of the time in the vicini
of the sulfur atoms.

The diagonalization of the HamiltonianH with the pa-
rameters given above leads to the transition energies liste
x-
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column 3 of Table I. For simplicity, the energies are referr
to the energy~6924 cm21) of the lowest G88→G7 zero-
phonon line. For comparison, we give the corresponding
perimental energies in column 2 of Table I. Column 1 giv
the raw experimental data~emission lines!. For information
we display in Fig. 1 the behavior of the lowest-energy lev
~referred to the energy of the lowestG7 vibronic state! as a
function of the JT energy and indicate by a vertical line t
value ofEJT for which agreement with the experimental da
is obtained. In addition, we have evaluated theg factor of the
lowestG7 state and foundg51.48. This is smaller than the
value obtained from Eqs.~7–51! of Ref. 8, which takes into
account the modification of theg factor due to covalency
effects. Indeed, an orbital reduction factork50.83 taken

TABLE I. Comparison between the calculated and experimen
energies~referred to the energy, 6924 cm21 of the lowestG88→G7

zero-phonon line! in ZnS:Cu21. The last column gives the calcu
lated relative intensities, taking as unity the intensity of the ref
ence line at 6924 cm21. Parameters:D55990.6 cm21, l15
2667.4 cm21, l252830 cm21, \v573.5 cm21, EJT5474.5
cm21.

Experimental Relative Calculated Relative
energy experimental relative intensity
(cm21) energy (cm21) energy (cm21)

6924 0 0 1
6910 14 14 0.27
6881 43 43 0.7

52.1 0.16
6846 78 77.3 0.15
6824 100 93.8 0.24

128.5 0.06
6761 163 154.4 0.06
6715 209 211.7 0.01
6114 810 810 14.75
6024 900 886.8 5.03

971 1.67
5804 1120 1133 1.24

FIG. 1. Dependence of the lowest-energy levels on the Ja
Teller energy. All energies have been referred to the energy of
lowestG7 vibronic state. The vertical line indicates the value ofEJT

for which agreement to the experimental data is obtained.
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from the ratiol1 /lfi leads tog52/3(2k11)51.77. Thus,
we find that the JT interaction further reduces the value og
by about 20%. This reduction is smaller than that gener
predicted using Ham’s theory1 and is not sufficient to obtain
agreement with the measured valueg(G7)50.71.7

To confirm our assignment of the transitions, we a
evaluated~Table I! the relative intensities of the transitions.23

Electric-dipole transitions between the levels originati
from the 3d9 configuration in the free ion are, of cours
forbidden because the states all have even parity. Howe
the tetrahedral potential lacks inversion symmetry a
hence, mixes odd and even parity states so that elec
dipole transitions become allowed. Group theory shows
the transition probability depends on a single matrix elem
denoted bŷ e3u(azaug1&, where the statese3 andg1 are the
orbital states defined in Sec. II andza is thez component of
the position vectorra . The sum overa includes all electrons
in the ion. For a transition between states belonging to
rows k i andk j of the irreducible representationsG i andG j ,
respectively, we calculate the matrix eleme
u^G j ,k j u(azauG i ,k i&u2. The constant̂ e3u(azaug1& can, in
principle, be determined from the ratio of electric-dipole
magnetic-dipole intensities. However, lack of detailed e
perimental information on these intensities precludes the
termination of the constant, and to avoid this difficulty w
list, in Table I, the intensities relative to the intensity of t
G88→G7 zero-phonon line. Only transitions with non
negligible intensities are displayed in Table I.

The results of Table I show that our model accounts
all the observed electronic transitions with good accura
We remark that there is no JT coupling with aG5 phonon
mode in the 2G3(G88) electronic state~apart from a weak
contribution arising from the spin-orbit mixing between2G5
and 2G3). Therefore, one could expect an evenly spaced p
gression of absorption lines in the2G5→2G3 spectrum. Our
calculations show indeed such a sequence of absorp
peaks, separated by approximately 73.5 cm21. As far as we
know, these lines have not been observed experimentally5,12

This is in agreement with our calculated intensities, wh
are much weaker than that of the zero-phonon line.

It is, at this stage, interesting to compare our results w
the different theories that have been proposed in the p
The only previous attempt to treat a JT coupling with aG5
phonon is that of Sauer, Scherz, and Maier.13 They consid-
ered a phonon of energy 200 cm21 representing an averag

TABLE II. Comparison between the calculated and experim
tal energies in ZnTe:Cu21. The last column gives the calculate
relative intensities, taking as unity the intensity of the lowest line
1069.9 cm21. Parameters:D56000 cm21, l152888.1 cm21, l2

52830 cm21, \v538.8 cm21, EJT5468.5 cm21.

Eexp (cm21) Eth (cm21) Relative intensity

1069.9 1069.9 1
1101.2 1101.2 0.5
1105.1 1107.5 0.05
1130.9 1118.8 0.05
1145.1 1140.9 0.1
1155.7 1151.8 0.04
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of phonon energies in ZnS but were unable to explain qu
titatively all the observed transitions. A close examination
their results also shows that they neglected the JT coup
between the twoG8 states arising fromG4^ G8 and G5
^ G8. We recall that this interaction is explicitly included i
our calculation. Maier and Scherz12 have investigated the
possibility of interaction with one or two phonons ofG3
symmetry. First they took a strong JT coupling with aG3
phonon of energy 200 cm21 chosen to be a representativ
average of all interacting lattice modes. In a second
proach, they then investigated a JT coupling with up to
overtones of twoG3 phonons with energies, 100 cm21 and
300 cm21, corresponding to the two maxima in the phon
density of states of the ZnS lattice. We have been able
reproduce these results but found that, to achieve con
gence on the energy levels, it is necessary to include up t
overtones of theG3 phonon. Even so, both models propos
by Maier and Scherz12 lead to energies that are incompatib
with the experimental data. In addition, we have attempte
fit to the emission spectrum using a TA~L! phonon ofG3
symmetry (\v'70 cm21) but this attempt was unsucces
ful. Clerjaud and Gelineau14 have also considered an inte
action with aG3 phonon but, in contrast to other calculation
and in contradiction with the subsequent conclusions
Weinert and Scherz,15 they assumed that the coupling occu
with optical phonons whose frequencies are about 300 cm21

for ZnS. In their theory the low value ofg(G7) is well re-
produced but difficulties remain in explaining the higher v
bronic states. Finally, we mention the interpretation propo
by Telahunet al.,18 who consider a coupling with a loca
vibrational mode ofG3 symmetry and energy\v5262
cm21 to explain the lines at 6924, 6910, and 6114 cm21.
Using their model and the parameters given in their paper
were unable to reproduce their results. We also note that
Huang-Rhys factorS50.81 used by Telahunet al.18 is much
smaller than that obtained in our model~see Table I!.

B. ZnTe:Cu21

To the best of our knowledge, the optical properties
ZnTe:Cu21 have only been investigated by Volzet al.,19

who measured the absorption spectrum of this crystal in
range 800–2000 cm21. They observe a zero-phonon line
1069.9 cm21 accompanied by additional sharp lines betwe
1100 and 1200 cm21 as well as several phonon-assisted tra
sitions at lower and higher energies. They attribute the lin
1069.9 cm21 to a transition betweenG7 and G88 and the
additional lines to a JT interaction between aG3 phonon and
the 2G3 excited orbital state. This leads to values ofD
51024 cm21 andl15l25245 cm21. This interpretation is
in striking contrast with the models used to explain the a
sorption and emission spectra of ZnS:Cu21. The value ofD
used by Volzet al.19 is typically five to six times smaller
than the values of the crystal-field splitting observed
Cu21 in ZnS, CdS, and ZnO. The value ofl15l2 is almost
20 times smaller than the free-ionlfi value leading to a ratio
l1 /lfi50.05. This is physically unreasonable as this wou
imply that thed electrons in Cu21 are so delocalized as t
spend only 5% of their time in the vicinity of the Cu21 ion.
A reexamination of the spectrum therefore appears to
needed.
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We propose here to attempt an interpretation of the
sorption spectrum of ZnTe:Cu21 based on exactly the sam
model as that used to interpret the optical data in ZnS:Cu21.
Thus, we consider a JT interaction between the2G5 ground
multiplet of the magnetic impurity and aG5 phonon of the
ZnTe host. As in the case of ZnS we assume that the pho
participating in the JT coupling is the TA~L! phonon, which,
in ZnTe, has energy\v542 cm21. In complete contrast to
the work of Volzet al.,19 we attribute the zero-phonon line a
1069.9 cm21 to aG7→G8 transition and the other sharp line
as arising from vibronic states in the lowest multiplet
Cu21. The fitting procedure for the parameters is sligh
different in this case as the experimental information av
able is different. Since we assume that the observed z
phonon line correspond to a transition fromG7 to G8, we
have no information on theG88 state. Thus, we cannot dete
mine D from a fit to a transition with this level as the fina
state. We fixD56000 cm21 to be of the order of magnitud
of the crystal-field splitting of Cu21 in various II-VI com-
pounds. The spin-orbit coupling constantl2, which is known
to be much less affected by covalency thanl1,27 is kept
equal to the free-ion value as for ZnS. We choosel1 to
reproduce the energy of the line at 1069.9 cm21. The JT
stabilization energy is fitted to the first excited line at 1101
cm21; this also requires a slight modification of the ener
of the phonon.

The following values of the physical parameters are th
obtained:l152888.0 cm21, EJT5468.5 cm21, \v538.8
cm21, S512.1. The diagonalization ofH with these param-
eters leads to transition energies in reasonable agree
with the experimental data and the results for the calcula
transitions and their relative intensities are listed in Table

To explain the available experimental data we had to
a valueul1u larger than the free-ion value. This can,a priori,
appear surprising. To attempt to explain this value we h
looked at calculations ofl1 that take into account the mixin
of the one-electron orbitals of the magnetic ion with t
ligand orbitals. Vallin and Watkins27 have carried out such
calculation for Cr21 in II-VI compounds. Taking into ac-
count the hybridization with thep orbitals of the ligands only
and using a number of approximations to reduce the prob
to a one-parameter model, they obtained an expression fol1
@see Eq.~51! of Ref. 27# that always leads to a reduction
magnitude ofl1 for Cr21. The same conclusion would als
hold in the case we are considering as Eq.~51! of Ref. 27 can
readily be transformed for Cu21 by replacing the factor of
~1/4! by (21). However, this result is purely a consequen
of the approximations used by Vallin and Watkins.

More recently, Viccaro et al.28 have also used a
molecular-orbital theory similar to that of Vallin and Wa
ai
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kins to derive expressions forl1 andl2 for Cr21 in GaAs,
within the framework of ligand-field theory. In contrast t
Vallin and Watkins, they include the hybridization with thes
orbitals of the ligands. They also take into account ‘‘non
cal’’ terms that involve both the wave functions of the ce
tral ions and the wave functions of the ligands@see Eq.~13!
of Ref. 28#. Again this equation is for Cr21 but can easily be
rewritten for Cu21. The nonlocal terms are usually consi
ered to be small~Refs. 28–30!, in which case the sign of the
correction to the free-ion value depends on the relative si
of the last three terms in Eq.~13! of Ref. 28, i.e., on the signs
of the admixture coefficients. An evaluation of these coe
cients as well as a detailed investigation of the the nonlo
terms for Cu21 in ZnTe and ZnS is under way but is beyon
the scope of this paper. Finally, we note that more deta
experimental results would be needed to refine the value
the parameters~including l1) determined from a fit to ex-
periment.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the absorption and emission spe
observed in ZnS:Cu21 and ZnTe:Cu21 can be explained
consistently within the framework of crystal-field theory, in
cluding hybridization with the orbitals of the ligands of th
host crystal and an intermediate dynamic Jahn-Teller in
action between the electronic states of the2G5 ground mul-
tiplet of Cu21 and a TA~L! phonon ofG5 symmetry. Further
confirmation of our model would be given by absorptio
measurements within the2G5 ground multiplet. We have
proposed an interpretation of the absorption measuremen
ZnTe:Cu21 based on the same theoretical model as that u
to explain the experimental data in ZnS:Cu21. However,
more complete absorption and emission measurements
needed in order to draw more precise conclusions on an
ditional Jahn-Teller coupling with phonons ofG3 symmetry
and covalency effects.
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